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ABSTRACT Large payloads hoisted by overhead cranes exhibit the same behavior as that of a
double-pendulum. Changes in the hoisting cable length during payload transfer maneuvers give rise to
time-dependent system frequencies rendering input-shaped commands ineffective. In this paper, a frequency-
modulation input-shaping strategy that enables simultaneous hoist and travel maneuvers using single-mode
input-shaping is presented. This strategy utilizes model-based feedback and partial feedback linearization
techniques. Simulations are carried out using arbitrary travel and hoist commands combined with the
common single-mode zero-vibration (ZV) and zero-vibration-derivative (ZVD) input-shapers. Sensitivity
analysis reveals robust performance in the presence of high system uncertainties.

INDEX TERMS Frequency-modulation, input-shaping, double-pendulum, overhead crane, model-based
feedback, partial feedback linearization.

I. INTRODUCTION
Research on control of payload oscillations has been mostly
based on simple-pendulum models of cranes [1], [2]. Con-
trollers for the different types of cranes are developed based
on this model [3]–[6]. However, For certain payloads and
rigging configurations, cranes can exhibit significant double-
pendulum dynamics. This double-pendulum behavior can be
clearly observed is cases where the mass of the hook is signif-
icant compared to the mass of the payload [7]–[11]. It is also
the case when the dimensional size of the payload is signifi-
cant compared to the length of the hoisting cable [12], [13].

When a crane payload behaves like a single-pendulum,
a skilled crane operator can reduce or eliminate most of
the payload oscillations [14], [15]. However, when a crane
payload behaves like a double-pendulum, manual methods
of eliminating oscillations become very difficult, even for the
most experienced operators. This complex behavior triggered
a shift in the research on crane control towards cranes with
double-pendulum behavior [11]–[14], [16]–[18].

A straight forward approach to tackle the double-pendulum
behavior is to complement a simple-pendulum controller
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FIGURE 1. Double-pendulum model of an overhead crane.

with a second feedback controller to suppress second mode
oscillations [19]–[21]. However, this approach requires extra
hardware components, some of which are expensive and
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FIGURE 2. Schematic block diagram of the frequency-modulation system.

TABLE 1. Crane parameters.

challenging to implement. Other approaches are based on
feedback control [21], proportional-integral-derivative (PID)
control [18], and adaptive tracking control [22]. Open-
loop control methods remain the most attractive and cost
effective control approach. To develop an effective open-
loop controller, the control approach should be able to
handle both modes of oscillations of the double-pendulum
simultaneously.

Command shaping is one of the most suitable open-loop
control approaches for such application. Command shaping
approach is based on using carefully designed command
profiles to the crane actuators that would mitigate their own
inertia-excited oscillations. Command shaping techniques
can be classified into two categories; pre-shaped profiles [23]
and operator-in-the-loop command shaping. Pre-shaped pro-
files vary from a simple two-step command introduced by
Smith [24], [25] to the continuous waveform commands
recently introduced by Alhazza and Masoud [26]–[28].
Operator-in-the-loop command shaping is widely known as
input-shaping, which is one of the most widely used com-
mand shaping techniques. Input-shaping reduces the resid-
ual vibrations by convolving a sequence of carefully timed
impulses with a general reference command signal.

Single-mode and multimode input-shaping systems
have been extensively researched [29], [30]. Single-mode
input-shapers are easier to implement, however, for the
double-pendulum crane application, the more complex
multimode input-shaping is used [7], [11], [14], [16],
[17], [28], [31]. To enable the use of simple single-mode
input-shapers for double-pendulum cranes, model-based
feedback techniques have been developed such as the
frequency-modulation input-shaping technique introduced

FIGURE 3. Illustrative transfer maneuver: (a) Travel and hoist velocity
commands and (b) payload trajectory.

by Masoud et al. [12], [13]. The approach is based on the
concept introduced by Singh andHeppler [32], which showed
that a simple single-mode input-shapers can be used to
eliminate vibrations in multimode systems provided that all
ratios of the component mode frequencies to the design
frequency of the input-shaper are odd and coprime. Model-
based feedback is used to modulate the system frequencies to
satisfy this condition.

Command-shaping control of cranes becomes more
complex when simultaneous travel and hoist maneuvers
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FIGURE 4. Transfer maneuver using ZV-FM shaper: (a) velocity
commands, (b) and (c) oscillation angles.

are involved. Several methods have been proposed to produce
shaped commands for crane maneuvers involving simultane-
ous travel and hoist including average operating frequency
input-shaping [33], graphical profile generation [34], par-
tial feedback linearization (PFL) [35], [36], wave-form
profiles [27], iterative learning control [37], discrete-time
command profiles [38], and output-based command shap-
ing (OCS) techniques [39]. Others used the concept of equiv-
alent frequency and the equivalent damping ratio to take
into account the variable hoist length for optimal path plan-
ning [40]. Most recently, an adaptive Kalman filter has been
used to account for unmodeled disturbances such as friction
in a model-based feedback crane control system [41].

FIGURE 5. Transfer maneuver using ZVD-FM shaper: (a) velocity
commands, (b) and (c) oscillation angles.

Arabasi and Masoud [42] presented a frequency-
modulation input-shaping control scheme that allows for
simultaneous hoist and travel maneuvers of simple-pendulum
overhead cranes. The approach is based on the use of
model-based feedback to match the simple-pendulum fre-
quency to a single-mode input-shaper.

In this work, a frequency-modulation (FM) input-shaping
strategy is presented for a double-pendulum crane. While
the FM modulation approach for a double-pendulum crane
has been presented earlier [13], the work did not address
the situation of cranes undergoing simultaneous hoist and
travel maneuvers, which is the main goal of this work.
The FM technique uses model-based feedback with partial
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FIGURE 6. Transfer maneuver using ZV-FM shaper with braking:
(a) velocity commands and (b) oscillation angles.

feedback linearization. The frequency-modulation stage is
used to derive a design frequency such that both ratios of
the double-pendulum frequencies to this design frequency are
odd and coprime. Satisfying this condition enables the use
of single-mode input-shaping to eliminate vibrations in both
modes of the double-pendulum. The FM technique is used in
conjunction with a primary single-mode input-shaper tuned
to the derived design frequency. Different types of single-
mode input-shapers can be utilized as primary input-shapers
for the FM input-shaping strategy. The FM input-shaping
strategy is simulated using primary zero-vibration (ZV) and
zero-vibration-derivative (ZVD) input-shapers. It is impor-
tant to emphasize that the main goal of the proposed FM
input-shaping strategy is to facilitate the use of single-
mode input-shaping techniques for a time-varying double-
pendulum crane. The FM input-shaping strategy is nearly
as fast and as robust as the primary input-shaping technique
itself.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The overhead crane is modeled here as a double-pendulum
with a variable length hoisting cable, as shown in Fig. 1. The
payload of the crane is modeled as a rigid body of mass m
attached to the end of a massless inextensible rigid cable of
variable length `. The distance from the end of the cable
to the center of gravity of the payload is r . The nonlin-
ear equations of motion of the model are derived using the

FIGURE 7. Transfer maneuver using ZVD-FM shaper with braking:
(a) velocity commands and (b) oscillation angles.

Lagrangian approach. The position of the center of gravity of
the payload changes according to

x = = u− ` sinφ1−r sinφ2, (1)

y = −` cosφ1−r cosφ2, (2)

where u is the motion of the crane jib. The kinetic and
potential energies of the system are

T =
1
2
m
(
u̇− ˙̀ sinφ1 − ` cosφ1φ̇1−r cosφ2φ̇2

)2
+

1
2
m
(
− ˙̀ cosφ1 + ` sinφ1φ̇1 + r sinφ2φ̇2

)2
+

1
2
J φ̇22 , (3)

V = mg (−` cosφ1−r cosφ2) , (4)

where J = mk2 is the mass moment of inertia of the payload,
and k is its radius of gyration. The nonlinear equations of
motion of the system are

φ̈1 +
r
`
cos(φ1 − φ2)φ̈2 + 2

˙̀

`
φ̇1

+
r
`
sin(φ1 − φ2)φ̇22 +

g
`
sinφ1 =

1
`
cosφ1ü, (5a)

r
`
cos(φ1 − φ2)φ̈1 +

k2 + r2

`2
φ̈2

+ 2
r ˙̀

`2
cos(φ1 − φ2)φ̇1 −

r
`
sin(φ1 − φ2)φ̇21

+
r ῭

`2
sin(φ1 − φ2)+

gr
`2

sinφ2 =
r
`2

cosφ2ü. (5b)
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FIGURE 8. Sensitivity of residual oscillations using ZV-shaped commands in (a) φ1 and (b) φ2 to uncertainties
in k , and in (c) φ1 and (d) φ2 to uncertainties in r .

Using the small angle approximation in (5) yields the
following simplified equations of motion

φ̈1 +
r
`
φ̈2 + 2

˙̀

`
φ̇1 +

g
`
φ1 =

1
`
ü, (6a)

r
`
φ̈1 +

k2 + r2

`2
φ̈2 + 2

r ˙̀

`2
φ̇1

+
r ῭

`2
φ1 +

r
`2

(g− ῭)φ2 =
r
`2
ü. (6b)

III. FREQUENCY-MODULATION
Commonmultimode input-shapers are designed for a specific
set of constant frequencies. When variable frequencies arise
due to time-varying models, the input-shaper is designed
based on an average values of the variable frequencies.
In contrast, a frequency-modulation design is based on the
actual values of the varying frequencies.

The goal of our FM input-shaping strategy is to derive
a frequency (ωc) using model-based feedback such that the
frequencies of the feedback system satisfy the following:

ω1 = m1ωc, (7a)

ω2 = m2ωc, (7b)

where m1 and m2 are both odd and coprime. Having the
conditions in (7) satisfied, conventional single-mode input-
shaping using ωc as a design frequency, can be used to
eliminate vibrations in both modes of the double-pendulum
simultaneously [32].

Choosing m1 = 1 and m2 = n, (7) becomes

ω1 = ωc, (8a)

ω2 = nωc, (8b)

where n = 3, 5, . . . is an odd integer. Single-mode input-
shapers are designed for a fixed design frequency. Therefore,
a control law is required to eliminate the dependency of the
model frequencies on the length of the cable and impose the
condition in (8). To this end, we will suggest the following
model-based feedback control system:

ü = −(a− `)φ̈1−b ˙̀φ̇1, (9)

where a and b are control parameters. To further simplify (6),
and since ῭ � g, it can be dropped out without compromis-
ing the integrity of the simplifiedmodel. Applying the control
law in (9) to the simplified equations of motion of the system
yields

a`φ̈1 + `rφ̈2 + (2+ b)` ˙̀φ̇1 + `gφ1 = 0, (10a)

raφ̈1 + (r2 + k2)φ̈2 + (2+ b)r ˙̀φ̇2 + grφ2 = 0. (10b)

Setting the b parameter to b = −2, will eliminate the
nonlinear damping term ˙̀φ̇1. Substituting this value of the
parameter b in (10), the characteristic equation of the system
becomes

λ2 −
k2 + r2 + ar

ak2
gλ+

rg2

ak2
= 0. (11)
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FIGURE 9. Sensitivity of residual oscillations using ZVD-shaped commands in (a) φ1 and (b) φ2 to
uncertainties in k , and in (c) φ1 and (d) φ2 to uncertainties in r .

Imposing the condition (8), the characteristic equation
must satisfy the form

λ2 − (n2 + 1)ω2
cλ+ n

2ω4
c = 0. (12)

Equating corresponding coefficients in (11) and (12, closed
form solutions for the controller parameter a and the fre-
quency ωc can be derived as

ω2
c =

rg
(
n2 + 1±

√
(n2 − 1)2 − 4 r2n2/k2

)
2n2

(
k2 + r2

) , (13)

a =
rg2

n2ω4
ck2

. (14)

It can be observed that the design frequency ωc is indepen-
dent of the cable length, which results in a constant value for
any given crane maneuver. This is a necessary condition for
using conventional single-mode input-shaping techniques.

A block diagram describing the implementation of the FM
technique on an input-shaped manually operated crane is
shown in Fig. 2. The raw command of the travel joystick
(Signal 1) is passed through the input shaper to produce the
shaped command (Signal 2). The shaped signal is passed to
the model-based FM loop. Since the input-shaper is tuned
to the design frequency (ωc) of the FM loop, residual oscil-
lations in the output of the FM loop are eliminated. The
FM command signal (Signal 3) of the FM loop is then used

to drive the actual physical crane. Since the FM command
eliminates residual oscillations of the nonlinear model in the
FM loop (Signal 5), it will not excite residual oscillations
in the physical system as well. The feedback command of
the frequency modulator (9) receives hoisting information
directly from the hoist joystick (Signal 4).

A major advantage in the proposed FM technique is that
the design frequency (ωc) of the modulated system, and
the feedback gains (a and b) of the model-based feedback
loop are independent of the payload states and the crane
maneuver commands and are fixed throughout the different
crane maneuvers. The FM parameters are also independent of
the input-shaping technique used. The frequency-modulation
is performed simultaneously with the input-shaping process
leading to seamless and uninterrupted crane operation.

IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
To illustrate the performance of the proposed control strategy,
an example will be demonstrated. The crane parameters are
listed in Table 1. Numerical simulations are performed using
the full nonlinear model of the double-pendulum crane in (5).
A 3-m long rod is used to simulate the payload of the crane.
The rod is hoisted from one of its ends in a vertical orientation
allowing it to swing freely.

The frequency ratio of the uncontrolled double-pendulum
model at the maximum cable length of 20 m, rounded to
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FIGURE 10. Percentage sensitivity of residual oscillations using ZV-shaped commands in (a) φ1 and (b) φ2 to
uncertainties in k , and in (c) φ1 and (d) φ2 to uncertainties in r .

the nearest odd integer, is used as the design frequency
ratio n. The choice of using the maximum cable length for
determining the design frequency ratio is not a necessary
condition for the proposed FM technique. However, this deci-
sion is made only to obtain a slower design frequency for
smoother crane operations. The natural frequencies of the
double-pendulum model at the maximum cable length are
0.675 rad/s and 4.59 rad/s. The frequency ratio is 6.81 which
is rounded up to n = 7 for the required design frequency
ratio.

Using (13), we calculated the design frequency to be
ωc = 0.655 rad/s. This frequency will be used as
the base frequency for the input-shapers used in this
example. We calculated the feedback gain a, using (14),
to be 21.32. For the sake of this example, we will use two
of the most common single-mode input-shapers, namely;
the zero-vibration (ZV) and zero-vibration-derivative (ZVD)
input-shapers.

The impulse amplitude and the impulse time of the ZV and
ZVD input-shapers [29] are

ZV =
[
Ai
ti

]
=


1

1+ K
K

1+ K

0
1
2
τd

 , (15)

ZVD =
[
Ai
ti

]

=

 1
1+2K+K 2

2K
1+2K+K 2

K 2

1+2K+K 2

0
1
2
τd τd

 ,
(16)

where Ai is the impulse amplitude, ti is the impulse time, τd
is the damped period of oscillation, and

K = e−ζπ
√

1−ζ 2 , (17)

where ζ is the damping ratio. Since the damping term has
been eliminated by the control law, leading to K = 1.
Therefore, shapers’ impulse matrices become

ZV =
[
0.5 0.5
0 4.8

]
, (18)

ZVD =
[
0.25 0.5 0.25
0 4.8 9.6

]
. (19)

A transfer maneuver simulating harsh joystick operator
travel and hoist commands is presented in this example. The
maneuver involves arbitrary hoisting between the 20-m and
3-m levels below the jib of the crane. All while performing
a 40-m travel maneuver with an arbitrary velocity joystick
command (Fig. 3(a)). The resulting payloadmotion trajectory
is shown in Fig. 3(b).
The travel velocity command (Signal 1 in Fig. 2),

the ZV shaped command (Signal 2 in Fig. 2), and the
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FIGURE 11. Percentage sensitivity of residual oscillations using ZVD-shaped commands in (a) φ1 and (b) φ2 to
uncertainties in k , and in (c) φ1 and (d) φ2 to uncertainties in r .

frequency-modulated ZV command (Signal 3 in Fig. 2), are
shown in Fig. 4(a). The hoisting command (Signal 4 in Fig. 2)
is not altered and is shown in Fig. 3(a).
MATLAB Simulink environment was used to construct the

nonlinear model of the crane in (5) and implement the FM
input-shaping process.

The FM-ZV process has a smoothing effect on the velocity
command as can be seen in Fig. 4(a), which reduces jerks in
the jib motion. In addition, frequency modulation does not
add any delay to the joystick commands. The delay between
the joystick command and the FM-ZV command is only
due to the time added by the ZV input shaper. The oscilla-
tion angles of the hoisting cable φ1 and the payload φ2 in
Fig. 4(b) and (c), are significantly reduced (approximately
85% reduction).

The transfer maneuver is repeated using the ZVD input-
shaping matrix, (19). Simulation results are shown in Fig. 5.
Similar performance is achieved. By design, ZVD introduces
a one-period time delay between the unshaped and shaped
signal. This is to emphasize that frequency modulation does
not add any time delay.

A small residual jib velocity is observed, Fig. 4(a) and
Fig. 5(a). This residual velocity causes a small drift in the jib
position. This residual velocity is attributed to the fact that the
feedback in the FM loop does not always integrate to zero.

This residual velocity can be eliminated by applying
brakes at the end of the transfer maneuver. However, the

braking action may excite residual oscillations in the pay-
load. To avoid exciting residual oscillations, the braking
action applied is shaped according to the used input-shaping
method, i.e., it is applied as a sequence of braking impulses.
This split braking action is common in many applications.
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show how braking eliminates the velocity
drift which appears in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 5(a), without com-
promising the performance of the FM system.

V. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
In normal crane operations, payloads may vary in size and
shape. Consequently, the location of the center of mass,
r , and the radius of gyration, k , of the payload may vary
significantly. Estimated values may include a large degree
of uncertainty. Therefore, and since the FM gain, a, and
the design frequency, ωc, of the modulated system depend
mainly on those parameters, it is essential that a sensitivity
analysis is carried out to determine the extent of the impact
of uncertainties in the payload parameters on the performance
stability and robustness of the proposed FM input-shaping
strategy.

In this section, residual oscillations in the payload and
hoisting cable angles are studied for a wide range of uncer-
tainties in r and k . Errors are introduced in the estimated
values of r and k up to ±50% of the design values that are
used to determine the FM parameters. The cable length is
varied from one to ten times the value of r .
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The ZV input-shaping technique is known to be the least
robust of the input-shaping techniques. Nevertheless, resid-
ual oscillations in both the hoisting cable and the payload
angles using the proposed FM input-shaping strategy remain
below 1◦ across the complete range of the introduced errors
and for all cable lengths used, as shown in Fig. 8. Resid-
ual oscillations are most sensitive to uncertainties for short
cable lengths. It is also observed that the residual oscillations
are less sensitive to variations in the radius of gyration, k ,
than they are to the location of the center of mass, r , even
beyond the shown ±50% uncertainty range. This property
of the FM input-shaping strategy is most convenient since
determining an accurate estimate for the value of k requires
more calculations than those required to determine the value
of r . As a matter of fact, the model is tolerant to uncertainties
in r and k that the load can be treated as a rod regardless of its
shape. Alternatively, the parameters r and k of the load can be
determined through many ways including, visual inspection
or a camera system among other methods.

Using a ZVD input-shaper, the FM input-shaping strategy
produces even lower residual oscillations than those in the
case of a ZV shaper. This result was expected since the
ZVD is a more robust input-shaping technique than the ZV
shaper. Residual oscillations in both the hoisting cable and the
payload angles remain below 0.75◦ across the complete range
of introduced errors and for all cable lengths used, as shown
in Fig. 9.

Fig. 10 shows a reduction of more than 90% in residual
oscillation for the complete±50% error range, and more than
95% reduction in an error range of±35%, in both oscillation
angles and for both payload parameters k and r . As for the
case of a ZVD input-shaper, a reduction of more than 95%
in residual oscillation for the complete ±50% error range,
as shown in Fig. 11.

VI. CONCLUSION
Eliminating residual oscillations in multimode systems using
input-shaping techniques requires the use of complex mul-
timode techniques. Multimode input-shaping techniques are
designed to eliminate residual oscillation at a predetermined
set of discrete frequencies. The problem becomes more com-
plicated when the frequencies of the multimode system are
time-dependent as in the case of a double-pendulum crane
with varying cable length presented in this work.

Single-mode input-shapers can be used to eliminate vibra-
tions in multimode systems provided that there exists a design
frequency such that all ratios of the componentmode frequen-
cies to that design frequency are odd and coprime. However,
there are no guarantees that such a frequency exists. Using
frequency-modulation, the system frequencies are modulated
to the point where such a frequency is guaranteed to exist.

When it comes to dealing with time-dependent multimode
systems, the proposed FM input-shaping strategy presented
in this work shows two major advantages over traditional
stand-alone multimode input-shaping techniques. The first
advantage is that only a single-mode input-shaping technique

is required to eliminate oscillations in both modes of the
double-pendulum crane. The second is that the FM sys-
tem parameters are time-independent and do not have to
be changed when the system frequencies change. This was
demonstrated by simulations involving simultaneous travel
and large and fast hoist maneuvers. Such advantagesmake the
FM system simple to design and implement. Further, the fixed
parameters advantage allows systems using input-shaping
techniques to function seamlessly with operator in the loop.

The FM input-shaping strategy is independent of
whichever primary input-shaping technique used. As a matter
of fact, the response of the system is as robust as the primary
input-shaping technique used. Thorough robustness analysis
revealed very low sensitivity to uncertainties in the system
parameters, namely payload size and shape.

Although the model presented in this paper is a
double-pendulum crane system, the method can be extended
to most time-dependent underactuated multimode systems.
The model presented is, merely, an illustrative example of
how the FM input-shaping method can be applied to such
systems.
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